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Abstract.

This editorial paper introduces a special issue that solicited papers at the intersection of Semantic Web and Human Computation research. Research in that inter-disciplinary space dates back a decade, and has been acknowledged as a research line of its own by a seminal research manifesto published in 2015. But where do we stand in 2018? How did this research line evolve during the last decade? How do the papers in this special issue align with the main lines of work of the community? In this editorial we inspect and reflect on the evolution of research at the intersection of Semantic Web and Human Computation. We use a methodology based on Systematic Mapping Studies to collect quantitative bibliographic data which we analyze through the lens of research topics envisioned by the research manifesto to characterize the evolution of research in this area, thus providing a context for introducing the papers of this special issue. We found evidences of a thriving research field; while steadily maturing, the field offers a number of open research opportunities for work where Semantic Web best practices and techniques are applied to support and improve the state-of-the-art in Human Computation, but also for work that exploits the strength of both areas to address scientifically and societally relevant issues.
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1. Introduction

In 2015, a research manifesto [1] proposed a roadmap for research at the intersection of the Semantic Web and Crowdsourcing research areas, advocating the existence of ample synergies between these two research fields that need to be exploited. The manifesto and the general enthusiasm for this line of research motivated us to organize a Special Issue as an outlet for publishing papers at the intersection of Semantic Web research and the broader area of Human Computation and Crowdsourcing (HC&C).

The goal of this editorial is to convey a picture of how this line of research has evolved over the past decade, and especially during the three years since the publication of the manifesto. This is performed in two ways. On the one hand, we aim to provide a broad and quantitative view of the field by performing an analysis of the scientific literature in this area published in the last decade (2008-2018) in Section 3. On the other hand, we briefly present the four papers published in this special issue and position them in the broader context of research in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5 with lessons learned from our analysis and discuss outstanding open challenges that could be pursued in this exciting area of research.
2. Synergies of Semantic Web and Human Computation Research

There exist several synergies between the fields of Semantic Web and Human Computation that open up a number of avenues for research [1].

Stemming from its original motivation of extending the Web with a layer of semantic representation [2, 3], the Semantic Web (SW) aims to solve a set of complex problems that computers cannot yet fully master. Examples include the creation of conceptual models (e.g., ontologies), the semantic annotation of various media types, or entity linking across Linked Open Datasets and Knowledge Graphs. As a result, the large-scale deployment of Semantic Web technologies often depends on the availability of significant human contribution. Such contributions are traditionally provided by experts – e.g. ontology engineers to build ontologies, or annotators to create the semantic data or to link between the instances of various data sets.

Human Computation (HC) methods leverage human processing power to solve problems that are still difficult to solve by using solely computers [4], and therefore are well-suited to support Semantic Web research especially in those areas that still require human contributions. For example, HC methods could be used to create training data for advanced algorithms or as means to evaluate the output of such algorithms. However, in order to increase the accuracy and efficiency of data interpretation at scale, increasingly algorithms (machines) and human contributions are brought together in a natural symbiosis [5]. Such synergy is often performed as iterative interactions, also known as the Human-in-the-Loop paradigm. In this paradigm the user has the ability to influence the outcome of the machine process by providing feedback on different opinions, perspectives and points of views. Additionally, this paradigm contributes to increasing the explainability and transparency of Artificial Intelligence results.

While HC methods could theoretically involve only small numbers of contributors, crowdsourcing approaches, leverage the “wisdom of the crowd” by engaging a high number of online contributors to accomplish tasks that cannot yet be automated, often replacing a traditional workforce such as employees or domain experts [6]. As such, crowdsourcing methods not only support the creation of research relevant data, but more importantly they can also help to solve the bottleneck of knowledge experts and annotators needed for the large-scale deployment of Semantic Web and Linked Data technologies.

The potential benefits at the intersection of Semantic Web and Human Computation fields were already discussed in 2015 [1], where two main possible research branches were identified and documented.

On the one hand, HC&C offers promising techniques to solve typical Semantic Web tasks. We refer to this branch as HC&C for Semantic Web (shortly, HC4SW). Two scenarios were envisioned in [1] as typical for the HC4SW research line, as follows:

- **Ontology Engineering and Knowledge Base Curation**: it concerns the acquisition of knowledge structures (e.g., ontologies, knowledge bases, knowledge graphs) through a number of tasks such as defining classes and their hierarchies, identifying relations, extending ontologies with instances, labels, documentation and metadata.

- **Validation and Enhancement of Knowledge**: it covers tasks that aim to improve the quality of semantic data sources by “analyzing, verifying,
correcting or extending” [1] selected aspects of knowledge structures.

On the other hand, Semantic Web technologies could support HC&C research (SW4HC) in one of the following ways:

- **Knowledge Representation**: using ontologies to provide semantic representations of the data and knowledge in HC&C systems.
- **Data Integration**: formally represented knowledge could enable easier data integration, especially with data sets that could augment and extend the data of the HC&C systems.
- **Automatic Reasoning**: semantics can be used to perform a range of automated reasoning tasks, e.g., for automating the verification of collected data or for generating automatic feedback to the human contributors.

As this special issue marks a decade of research at the intersection of the Semantic Web and Human Computation research areas, in the next section we investigate in a quantitative study how the research in this area evolved over time.

3. Insights into a Decade of Research

To provide a broader view of the interaction between the research areas of Semantic Web on the one hand, and Human Computation on the other, we performed a bibliographic analysis of research published in the last decade (2008-2018).

We address four major digital libraries: ACM Digital Library (ACM), Scopus, Science Direct (SciDir) and ISI Web of Science (WebSci). The literature search was based on a methodology inspired from Systematic Literature Studies, which are broadly adopted in social science and in software engineering [7]. More precisely, we followed a variant of this method, namely a Systematic Mapping Study [8], which is more adequate in endeavours for addressing broader research questions, such as mapping (the evolution of) topics in a research area. As our study is not an in-depth survey, we only focused on the first stages of the Mapping Study method concerned with finding and selecting relevant papers. The concluding stages of the methodology focus on detailed data collection, but were not performed as they were beyond the scope of this study.

Our aim was to complement the manifesto of Sarasua at el. (2015) by providing quantitative insights into how the research topics envisioned by the manifesto actually evolved. Therefore, our research questions are related to the volume, evolution and main lines of research addressed by the community in the last decade. Accordingly, we devised a search query which identified all papers for which either the title or the abstract (or both) contained a combination or terms from the two research areas. As keywords representative for the Semantic Web research area we chose: *semantic web, ontolog*, *linked data, knowledge base, knowledge graph*. Terms for HC&C included: *crowdsourc*, *human computation, human-in-the-loop*. The search query took the following form:

\[ \text{"semantic web" OR ontolog* OR "linked data" OR "knowledge base" OR "knowledge graph"} \text{ AND (crowdsourc* OR "human computation" OR human-in-the-loop)} \]

Our methodology for collecting relevant papers is depicted in Figure 1 and included the following steps:

1. **Keyword-based search** on the four digital libraries returned a total of 1208 papers, distributed over the main digital libraries as shown in Figure 1.
2. **Paper Selection.** We manually filtered each result set and determined whether the returned papers were relevant for our search by judging from their title, keywords and abstract. The selection was performed by two researchers to reduce bias. This resulted in 488 relevant papers.
3. **Merging of result sets.** The individual result sets from Step 2 were merged in order to remove duplicates and lead to 294 papers. Figure 2 depicts a Venn Diagram with the intersection of relevant paper sets returned by the four digital libraries. Scopus had the best coverage of the research area of interest, but all other libraries contributed papers that were not found with Scopus or any other library. This result shows that search in several digital libraries is justified to obtain a high recall of the relevant literature.

4. **Paper classification.** Several classification stages followed each focusing on classifying papers according to different criteria such as (1) the type of paper (workshop paper, conference paper, journal); (2) the research community where the paper was published (see details in Section 3.2) as well as (3) the research topic addressed by the paper in terms of the scenarios defined by [1] - see details in Section 3.3.

3.1. Evolution over Time

Figure 3(a) shows the number of published papers per years and per digital library as well as the merged data ("All"). According to the merged data a peak of this research was reached in 2015, while Web Of Science and ACM show this peak for 2016 instead. There is a decline in 2017, but this could be still due to delays in indexing 2017 events.

Figure 3(b), on the other hand, shows the number of different paper types per years. Besides confirming the peak in terms of paper volumes in 2015 and 2016, this figure provides an additional insight on how the community is moving from publishing initial ideas in workshop and conference papers towards publishing mature research in journal articles in 2017 and 2018. This hints to the research field undergoing a process of becoming more mature.

3.2. **Community Analysis**

An interesting side effect of our methodology of performing a broad search, is that we have the possibility to also investigate the main research communities that publish research combining Semantic Web and HC&C. We considered the following communities:

- **Bio** for venues related to bioinformatics and medical information systems.
- **CS** for computer science and (management) information systems venues.
- **Eng** for venues related to software engineering and data engineering.
- **HCI** for human computer interaction and human computation venues.
- **NLP** for venues related to natural language processing and text processing.
- **SW** for Semantic Web venues.
- **WWW** for world wide web research venues.

Figure 4 shows a broad spectrum of research communities that publish the research of interest. Indeed, 30% of all papers we retrieved were published in Semantic Web venues. Semantic Web venues represent the cradle for the start of this research line and constitute the core publication venue till 2014-2015, after which this research seems to spread into other communities, in general computer science venues, as well as more specialized fields such as bioinformatics, NLP or data and software engineering. Interestingly, this re-
search line is weakly represented in venues related to human computation and human computer interaction. Only 2.7% of the papers from our collection were published in HCI venues in the last decade.

3.3. Topic Analysis

As envisioned by [1], the identified research papers fall primarily into two categories: the largest subset of the papers (146) showcase the use of HC&C as solution (parts) for typical Semantic Web tasks (HC4SW) while 41 papers investigate how Semantic Web techniques could support some aspect of HC&C systems (SW4HC). We have identified also a third category of papers (107), which combine both Semantic Web and HC&C techniques in order to support a third task from a different research area or application domain (HC+SW). Figure 5 shows the distribution of papers into these three major research categories, as well as their subtopics, while in the next section we briefly discuss each category in turn.

3.3.1. Human Computation for Semantic Web (HC4SW)

A first group of papers investigates how HC&C techniques can be used to solve a variety of tasks relevant for the Semantic Web. Within this category, Sarasua et al. [1] distinguished approaches that collect new data through HC&C to build ontologies and knowledge bases (HC4SW-OntoEng). We found a total of 75 papers in this category, which cover context-aware knowledge acquisition on mobile devices [9], socio-technical systems that support communities, such as the Paleoclimate community, to develop and extend a community ontology in a collaborative effort [10]. Lou et al. focus on the crowdsourced-acquisition of more complex knowledge structures, namely sanctioning rules in a use case related to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11) medical standard [11].

Sixteen papers use crowds to validate and enhance existing knowledge (HC4SW-Kn. Validation). For example, ul Hassan et al. [12] focus on the quality assessment of Linked Data and propose a method for selecting suitable crowd-workers for this task. Mortensen et al. show how crowdsourcing can be successfully used to verify large-scale medical ontologies such as SNOMED CT [13].

We observed the emergence of a new category of 15 papers from the area of Semantic Web research, where crowdsourcing is used as a means to support Semantic Web research evaluation (HC4SW-Evaluation). Other communities, such as the NLP community, routinely use crowdsourcing for key stages in the scientific process and especially for evaluating the results produced by newly developed algorithms [14]. Some examples of papers which use crowdsourcing for evaluating the results of new Semantic Web approaches or algorithms are as follows. Potoniec et al. propose an algorithm that extracts SubClassOf axioms from Linked Data sources and verify the correctness of the extracted axioms through crowdsourcing [15]. Kliegr et al. evaluate their entity typing algorithm on a crowdsourced gold-standard data set of 2000 entities aligned with their corresponding types from the DBpedia ontology [16]. Note that here we only report on papers that made it clear already in their abstract that crowdsourcing is used for evaluation purposes, but we expect that this category of papers is much larger as it includes also papers that do not mention their evaluation approach in their abstract and were therefore not retrieved by our keyword-based search approach.

We could not categorize 40 papers in either of these three categories (HC4SW-Other). Examples are works
on vertical topics relevant for a variety of scenarios such as capturing disagreement with the CrowdTruth framework [17] or works that cover both ontology creation and knowledge validation, such as the uComp Protégé Plugin [18].

3.3.2. Semantic Web for Human Computation (SW4HC)

While Semantic Web research benefits significantly from Human Computation research, there is also a trend of applying Semantic Web techniques to support HC&C, as done by 41 papers in our study.

As predicted by Sarasua et al. in 2015, firstly, 24 papers report on benefiting from the knowledge representation capabilities of Semantic Web technologies (SW4HC-KnowRepr). For example, ontologies of tasks allow improved participant selection in mobile crowdsourcing settings [19] and semantic descriptions of workflows facilitate the crowdsourcing of a constitution [20]. Another line of work focuses on describing the workers, their CVs and skills [21–23].

To a lesser extent we found papers where ontologies supported data integration, for example, in the health-care [24] and multimedia processing [25] domains (SW4HC-Datalntegr). Automated reasoning on formally represented knowledge is harnessed (SW4HC-Reasoning) in order to optimize the collection of missing values with crowdsourcing [26] or to validate the quality of data collected through crowdsourcing [27].

In some papers, Linked Data technology enabled openly publishing data collected through crowdsourcing [28] or data from crowd-sourced experiments in an effort to support reproducibility of research [29]. This use of Linked Data was already foreseen by Sarasua et al. in 2015 [1] and our literature search found concrete realisations of this line of work.

3.3.3. Combining Semantic Web and Human Computation (SW+HC)

Going beyond Sarasua et al.’s manifesto [1], our search also retrieved a substantial number of papers in which the two research areas were used in combination to solve a problem from another research area or to create more complex solutions that address scenarios from a variety of application domain. The papers in this category showcased the combined use of the two technologies in very diverse settings ranging from citizen science to security, as shown by a few representative examples we mention next.

In the area of citizen science a semantic wiki is used to collect community provided annotations of the zebrafish gene [30]. Crisis management and post-disaster recovery is also a frequently addressed topics such as in [31].

In the area is Smart Cities there are initiatives that create Linked Data based collection of citizen complaints [32] or collect and integrate urban data to support city planning [33]. Mobile crowdsourcing is the basis of several papers which deal with geo-data, for example, the verification and extension of geo data collections such as the OpenStreetMap dataset [34] or enabling collaborative ontology construction in crowdsourced cartographic projects [35]. Hu et al. describe the combination of these two technologies for recommendation based systems that support personal health management [36].

In the area of cultural heritage, crowdsourcing was instrumental in the semantic annotation of visual artworks [37, 38]. Even in the area of security there are examples of how these two technologies can be combined, for example, in order to enable the creation of rules for detecting malicious software [39].

3.3.4. Limitations and Threats to Validity

The analysis presented in this section is meant to give an indicative insight into the evolution of research. We are aware of the following limitations.

Related to the recall of all relevant papers (i.e., the coverage of the study data set) this could be further improved by (1) selecting more keywords for our queries; (2) querying additional bibliographic sources or (3) adding relevant papers known to the authors but which were not retrieved for any number of reasons. For instance, there could be papers not indexed by the digital libraries; papers that do not mention the search-query keywords in their title/abstract; or simply papers that were omitted during paper selection.

We are also aware that the precision of the paper categorization process in the various topics could have been affected by the fact that it was performed based on paper abstracts only. This categorization could be more precise if papers were read in detail, but this step was outside the scope of our study. In fact this step can only be performed for a smaller set of study papers selected for a focused topic, but here we aimed to capture the breadth of research even if at some expense of the precision.

The categorization of the papers was sometimes hampered by the fact that the distinctions between research categories were not clear-cut. Also, we could have looked at the papers from a different perspective than the scenarios defined by Sarasua et al. [1].
All these aspects should be considered by any follow up studies which aim to create precise, in-depth surveys of (selected aspects) of this research area.

4. Special Issue Papers

This special issue attracted a total of 10 submissions from which four papers [40–43] were accepted for publication as summarized in the next sections.

4.1. Detecting Linked Data Quality Issues via Crowdsourcing: A DBpedia Study

This paper focuses on the problem of verifying the quality of Linked Data, in particular data from DBpedia [40]. As such it is illustrative of the scenario, where HC&C is used for knowledge validation and enhancement (HC4SW-Kn. Validation).

The authors observe that several of the quality issues frequent in DBpedia, which cannot be reliably detected automatically, can be identified with human involvement. The study focuses on verifying four types of quality issues frequent in DBpedia triples, related to (1) incorrect object values in a triple, (2,3) incorrect data types or language tags and (4) incorrect links.

The paper investigates three main research questions, referring to (1) whether and to what extent these error types can be detected by crowds; (2) how do crowds with diverse skill sets (e.g., experts vs. layman) perform on these tasks and (3) what are optimal workflow designs that combine crowds with these different skill sets in order to maximize accuracy. To investigate their research questions, the authors employ two different crowdsourcing genre: expert contests on the one hand and traditional micro-task crowdsourcing on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) on the other. The Find-Fix-Verify workflow is used in both genre.

The paper provides several interesting lessons. Firstly, by contrasting the HC-based results with state-of-the-art quality assessment tools, it is shown that the majority of errors can only be detected with HC techniques. This provides a good example of a task that currently cannot be reliably automated. Secondly, experiments confirmed that expert and laymen crowds can reliably detect the error types under investigation, each crowd having their own strengths. Thirdly, experiments show that workflows combining and exploring the synergies of crowds with complementary aptitudes (i.e., experts vs. layman crowds) lead to more effective results than when using these crowds in isolation.

4.2. Using Microtasks to Crowdsource DBpedia Entity Classification: A study in Workflow Design

The paper addresses the problem of how human computation could be used to support the typical Semantic Web task of entity typing in knowledge bases, with a focus on DBpedia (HC4SW-OntoEng) [41]. Knowledge bases such as DBpedia are becoming an important asset for scientists and practitioners, but suffer from a number of flaws that could be traced back to missing or factually wrong information.

The authors investigate how the contribution from workers operating in microwork platforms could be organised to select the entity type (e.g., company, device, food) from a tree of hierarchically organised classes. As a real-world hierarchy could easily contain thousands of classes, there exists a fundamental trade-off between the precision that could be obtained by automatic systems, and the cost of engaging experts.

The paper contributes an analysis of the main design dimension that affect the design of human-enhanced workflows that include both automated and crowdsourced components, and reports on their performance in terms of precision (in terms of correctness of entity typing) and cost (in terms of amount of required manual work). Workflows include three main steps: 1) a prediction step, where a list of candidate classes for a given entity is generated (automatically, or from the crowd); 2) an error detection step, where the output is manually checked, and 3) an error correction step. The authors focus on three types of workflows, where the main variations affect the prediction step.

Experiments were conducted on 120 untyped DBpedia entities, and have demonstrated the intrinsic complexity of the entity typing problem. Even when humans are involved, three main issues seem to affect the classification precision: 1) the (lack-of) domain-specific expertise of crowd workers; 2) the unbalanced structure of the type hierarchy; and 3) the ambiguity of some entities. Results clearly indicate the need for further investigation, in terms of both workflow design and optimization strategies.

4.3. An Extended Study of Content and Crowdsourcing-related Performance Factors in Named Entity Annotation

This paper addresses an important problem related to named entity recognition (NER) performed on noisy social media microposts, e.g., tweets (HC4SW-OntoEng) [42]. The basic assumption of the authors is
that some types of social media microposts are more amenable to crowdsourcing than others.

In order to prove their hypothesis the authors study the impact of the micropost content on the accuracy of human annotations. For this, experiments were performed using a game with a purpose for NER called Wordsmith which sourced workers from the CrowdFlower crowdsourcing platform. Four datasets of microposts were used in these experiments (Ritter Corpus 2010, Finin Corpus 2008, MSM 2013 Corpus and Wordsmith Corpus 2014), i.e. two experiments per dataset evaluating a total of 7665 tweets.

Two research questions and two hypotheses guided these experiments. On the one hand, the authors investigated what is the effect of micropost features on the accuracy and speed of entity annotation performed by non-expert crowd workers. Authors measured the number and type of entities recognized, as well as the length and sentiment of the post. On the other hand, the authors also investigated whether crowd workers prefer some NER tasks over others. Specifically, they measured the number of skipped annotations, the precision of the annotation, the time spent and the overall user interface interaction.

The experimental investigations confirmed that features such as micropost length, number and type of mentioned entities are good indicators of how well crowds will perform NER on posts: shorter posts with less entities are more often correctly annotated than longer posts with more entities, while crowd-workers perform better at identifying entities of type person and location in comparison to identifying organizations or miscellaneous entities. This work on better characterizing which posts are amenable for processing with HC paves the way to building hybrid human-machine NER workflows where each post is assigned to either the human or machine component of the system based on its characteristics.

4.4. Empirical Methodology for Crowdsourcing Ground Truth

This paper focuses on the problem of gathering ground truth data for information extraction tasks through Human Computation, and specifically the problem of evaluating the quality of such corpora when (1) there is ambiguity in the data, which typically triggers a multitude of opinions in its interpretation, and (2) when experts are scarce to perform the annotation task [43] (HC4SW-Other).

The authors present an empirically derived methodology for gathering of ground truth data, validated in a number of domains and annotation tasks (e.g. medical relation extraction, Twitter event identification, news event extraction and sound interpretation). Interesting in this approach is the use of the CrowdTruth quality metrics. These show that (1) measuring inter-annotator disagreement and (2) a sufficiently high number of crowd workers are both essential for acquiring a robust high quality ground truth, as opposed to mainstream approaches, such as majority vote when employing just a few annotators.

The paper offers two major conclusions. First, it shows that ambiguity-aware quality metrics perform better than consensus-enforcing metrics, and at least as well as domain experts. Second, experimental results prove that this methodology for aggregating crowdsourcing annotations works both for open and closed task types.

5. Conclusions

Based on our investigation of a decade of papers at the intersection of Semantic Web and Human Computation, as well as the papers in this special issue, we draw the following conclusions on the evolution of this inter-disciplinary research area.

5.1. Overall Trends

– A maturing field: while there is some evidence of a decline in the number of papers published in 2016/2017, the overall maturity of the work increases as paper types move from primarily workshop and conference papers, to journal articles. Proof to this is also the number of 10 papers submitted to this special issue.

– Expanding to other research communities: the Semantic Web venues were the cradle of this research, hosting 30% of all papers. We observe however an increasing number of papers published in venues of other research communities, especially those that benefit from the combination of the Semantic Web and Human Computation approaches. Research is published in general computer science venues, as well as in venues of specialized communities, such as NLP, Bioinformatics, or data and software engineering. Surprisingly, this line of research is weakly represented in venues related to Human Computation and Human Computer Interaction.
An asymmetric relation between the two research fields was identified, with Human Computation research being more strongly adopted in the Semantic Web community than the other way around. Indeed, from the collected research papers, far more papers investigate the use of HC for Semantic Web research (HC4SW) than using Semantic Web for enabling Human Computation tasks (SW4HC). The SW4HC papers primarily focused on exploring the use of semantics for knowledge representation, while the use of these technologies to support data integration and reasoning was only addressed to a limited extent. We believe this to be a promising avenue for future research. For instance, recent HC work focusing on the analysis of task properties (e.g. complexity [44] and clarity [45]) and on task recommendation [46] could benefit from the adoption of Semantic Web approaches for knowledge representation and named entity linking. We also identified initial work on using Linked Data to publish research results, in order to support research reproducibility [28, 29, 47, 48] which we hope will be adopted on a larger scale by the community.

The emergence of a combined use of Semantic Web and Human Computation. Our search found a large number of papers which do not necessarily use one of the research areas to support the other, but rather use these two areas in combination (i.e., as parts of the same larger system or approach) to support a task or application from another research community.

5.2. Trends in the Papers of this Special Issue

In line with the general trend of research, the papers in this special issue cover work on the use of Human Computation for addressing Semantic Web tasks (HC4SW), mostly within the topic of ontology engineering [41, 42] or knowledge validation [40]. The fourth paper investigates an issue that is relevant for HC4SW work in general, namely, an ambiguity-metric based approach to collect ground truth data [43].

In terms of the research challenges defined by Sarasua et al. in their research manifesto [1], this issue’s papers advance the state of knowledge on the following challenges:

- Task and Workflow Design: Acosta et. al [40] experiment with several workflows that explore the complementary aptitudes of different crowds harnessed with diverse HC genres (microtasks and games with a purpose). In [41] various workflow designs are proposed for combining human and machine computation in the context of solving the problem of entity typing.
- Using Multiple Crowdsourcing Genres. HC genres all have their strengths and weaknesses which open up opportunities for their combined use. For example, in [40] several workflows are described which combine diverse HC genres (i.e., gamification and micro-task crowdsourcing) to reach a better performance than approaches relying on a single genre. An example of a scenario where GWAP players are sourced from CrowdFlower is provided in [42].
- Managing Hybrid Workflows which combine algorithmic and human computation techniques is also a popular topic. Bu et al. [41] study the performance of several workflow designs which combine human and machine components. The work presented in [42], paves the way towards creating machine-human workflows in the area of NER on noisy social media data.
- Quality of Contributions. Collecting ground-truth information is essential for evaluating and ensuring the quality of contributions collected in HC systems. This is a core issue that is of interest to approaches focusing on both the ontology engineering or knowledge validation research axes. Dumitrache et al. bring a contribution to this topic by showing that the CrowdTruth ambiguity-aware quality metrics perform better than more traditional consensus-enforcing metrics (as used for example in the other papers of this special issue), and at least as well as domain experts [43]. Their proposed methodology for aggregating crowdsourcing annotations while being aware of disagreements between workers, was shown to be effective for both open and closed task types.

5.3. Open Challenges and Future Work

Our search revealed a high number of very diverse papers at the intersection of Semantic Web and Human Computation research, yet no focused surveys of this area. Therefore, this line of research could benefit from a (series) of in-depth surveys covering, for example, one of the three research branches identified (HC4SW, SW4HC and SW+HC). One expected benefit of these in-depth surveys is that they could further refine and extend the current set of topics and see-
narios envisioned for this line of work by Sarasua et al. [1]. For instance, we identified emerging clusters of papers around the topics such of using HC as support for evaluating Semantic Web research (HC4SW-Evaluation) or relying on Linked Data as a technology for openly publishing research data.

In the area of using Human Computation for Semantic Web research (HC4SW), there are a few trending topics both in the overall paper corpus we collected and in the special issue papers. For example, research on workflow design has considered workflows that combine different HC genre [40, 49] as well as hybrid human-machine workflows [41, 42]. The latter type of workflows dovetails with recent efforts to construct Human-in-the-Loop systems and still raises several open research issues as discussed in [41]. There are also interesting efforts to exploring novel interfaces for HC based knowledge acquisition, such as chatbots [9] and aiming to collect more complex knowledge structures (e.g., rules) [11].

Last, but not least, to lower the overhead in adopting and using HC in SW, there is a need for reusable tools and user interfaces for common Semantic Web tasks (e.g. ontology learning, entity linking), and vice versa - tools, ideally integrated with major crowdsourcing platforms, that help researchers utilize ontologies and semantic annotations, as part of defining the Human Computation tasks and projects (as part of the SW4HC branch). One such example from the area of Natural Language Processing is the open-source GATE Crowdsourcing plugin [50], which offers infrastructural support for mapping documents to crowdsourcing units and back automatically, as well as automatically generating reusable crowdsourcing interfaces for NLP classification and selection tasks. Initial work in this direction within the Semantic Web area has been done as part of the uComp Protégé plugin [18] for supporting a range of ontology engineering tasks.

We also found that the adoption of Semantic Web technologies to support Human Computation systems is currently limited and is focused on the formal knowledge representation capabilities of these technologies, but falls short of exploring more advanced capabilities made possible by semantics such as data integration and automated reasoning.

We conclude that, while this special issue reports on important advances on a number of fundamental research challenges, there are ample so far unexplored opportunities for future work in the context in this maturing, diverse and multi-disciplinary research area.
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